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It  is  necessary  to  study a  computer  control  technology  to  achieve  the  optimal  balance  of
efficiency and accuracy of automation construction in the large-scale additive manufacturing

processes.  This  paper  proposes  the  mathematical  models  as  a  simulation  tool  and  several
printing parameters involving the performance capability for full-scale construction by using 3D

printing.  An  approach  of  interpreting  the printing  accuracy  is  presented  and  the  primary
monitoring indexes based  on computer  technology are introduced  to achieve  high  precision

construction. A model of  path planning and the optimization path generating algorithms under
different  conditions  for  the  single  nozzle  system are  investigated  to  minimize  the  printing

duration. The research on the path planning of construction 3D printing for multiple nozzles and
simultaneous  multi-equipment  based  on  artificial  intelligent  algorithm  is  prospected. The

proposed  technique  provides  a  link  for  the  integration  of  computer  science  technology and
construction technology.
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1.Introduction

The Rapid prototyping (RP) is  a group of emerging techniques for quickly fabricating
physical parts, assemblies or objects by directly using 3D computer aided design (CAD) data.
3D printing (3DP), also known as additive manufacturing (AM), refers to an RP processes  to
create a 3D object in which many thin layers of materials are formed under computer control to
create an object [1].

The traditional construction industry still features intense labourers and craft orientation,
which has resulted in several serious problems in the field of productivity, quality, safety, skilled
labor shortages and waste produced.  In order to address these issues and push construction
towards automation, 3DP technology by using the building materials (sand, plaster, concrete,
cementbased material, metal, ceramic and wood, etc.) based on the building information model
(BIM), named construction 3D printing (C3DP), has been proposed and implemented in the
field of construction and building. Researches and practices in terms of C3DP in the public
domain  are  limited  to  three  processes (Fig.1),  namely:  the  contour  crafting  (invented  by
Behrokh Khoshnevis of the University of Southern California, US) [2], the D-Shape (invented
by Enrico Dini of Monolite UK Ltd) [3] and the concrete printing (invented by Richard Buswell
of  Loughborough  University,  UK)  [4].  The processes  have  verified  the  successful
manufacturing  of  components  of  significant  size  and  been  suitable  to  construction  and
architectural  applications.  Generally speaking,  the  construction  components  are  likely to  be
large volumes of material and large scale (even more than a few hundred meters) AM processes
targeted at construction and architecture in comparison with the typical 3DP. High precision
design requirements (accuracy requires millimeter or sub-millimeter) for C3DP, nevertheless, is
difficult due to complex macro-structure of the tiny texture geometry because it needs to be
compatible with efficient construction of large size buildings. It means that it is necessary to
study a computer control technology (CCT) to achieve the optimal balance of efficiency and
accuracy in  construction.  Currently, the  problem is  application  specific  by using  C3DP.  At
present, few attempts have been reported in literature.

(a) Contour Crafting [2]                       (b) D-shape [3]                          (c) Concrete Printing [4] 
Figure 1:  Examples of Full Scale Builds from C3DP process.

This paper proposes the mathematical models as a simulation tool and several printing
parameters involving performance capability for full-scale construction by using 3D printing. In
order to achieve high precision construction by using 3DP, an approach of interpreting printing
accuracy is presented and the primary monitoring indexes based on computer technology are
introduced.  The  methods  of  the  optimization  path  planning  by  using  CCT under  different
conditions are investigated to control the position of the printer head efficiently.
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2.Mathematical Models of C3DP

The mathematical models for large scale C3DP have been proposed, as illustrated in Fig.
2. As C3DP is an AM process as opposed to a subtractive, forming or phase change processes,
the material is added as droplets ejected from a nozzle with the printer head moving freely along
the X, Y and Z axis. The size of a resulting primitive, as called the primitive element (PE),
corresponds  to  the  powder-binder  agglomerate  formed  by several  droplets  (Figure  2(b)).  A
droplet called unit cell (UC) can be approximated to be a ball primitive in this method (Fig.
2(c)). With the nozzle ejects the printing material, a printing layer is formed by several PEs and
then the construction component (CC) is fabricated.

Several printing parameters involving the performance capability of C3DP illustrated in
Fig. 2 are shown as follows: vx, vy and vz are the motion speed in the X, Y and Z axis (usually vY

is smaller than vX); Lx, Ly, and Lz refer to the length, width and thickness of CC respectively; Dx,
Dy and Dz, determined by the factors including the UC diameter and the spacing increment, the
flow rate of printing materials VH, the motion speed of the nozzle and aperture of the nozzle RH,
etc., are the length, width and thickness of PE, while Dz, Dy and Dx refer to the layer thickness,
the printing row width and the unit length of printing segment respectively in essence; R is the
diameter of UC and the value may be determined by various factors including UC chemical
composition and size, powder chemical composition and size, powder bed density and surface
tension of the UC; Rxx, Ryy and Rzz are the spacing increment of UC along X, Y and Z axis.

Figure 2:  Mathematical Models of C3DP.

It should be noted that the preceding parameters will only be limited to the part geometry
and the least common denominator involving process performance capability of all available
C3DP techniques. The proposed mathematical models can be a simulation tool according to the
C3DP process rules.  However,  the proposed models  in this paper can’t cover  all issues in the
C3DP such as  material,  surface  property,  dimensional  tolerance  and mechanical  properties.
Some new simulation tools [5] combined with the proposed models demand further studied.

3.Printing Accuracy of C3DP by Using CCT

The printing accuracy of C3DP equipment have to be considered as a contributor to the
performance of C3DP techniques of a printed physical construction component from a designed
BIM model. It is defined as the maximum deviation of PE including geometric deviation and
position deviation as shown in Fig. 3. If there is a discrepancy in geometry between the printed
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component  and the designed CAD model,  the actual  sizes  Dx,  Dy,  Dz  of PE for the printed
component along the X, Y and Z axis can be defined as:

 {
D x=R+m xx Rxx±nxx E xx

D y=R+m yy Ryy±n yy E yy

Dz=R+mzz R zz+nzz E zz

                        (3.1)

where mxx, myy and mzz refer to the integer number of increment of UC along the X, Y and
Z axis; Exx,  Eyy and Ezz refer to the maximum geometric deviation error of UC along the X, Y
and Z axis; nxx, nyy, nzz=0 (if mxx, myy, mzz=0); nxx, nyy, nzz=2 (if mxx, myy, mzz≠0).

If there is a discrepancy in position between the printed component and the designed CAD
model, the maximum position deviation Ex, Ey and Ez of PE for the printed component along the
X, Y and Z axis can be defined  in Fig. 3(b). The values of Ex, Ey and Ez are the square root of
the  absolute  value  of  the  deviation  error  between  the  centroid  coordinates  of  the  printed
component and the designed CAD model.

Figure 3:Printing Accuracy for C3DP Process.

The proposed maximum deviation in this paper can reflect the printing accuracy to explain
any unpredictable between the printed component and the designed CAD model. In order to
achieve high precision construction by using 3DP, it is necessary to use real-time monitoring
and CCT to monitor the changes in Exx, Eyy, Ezz, Ex, Ey and Ez. Moreover, it is important to study
the techniques of printing errors prediction and control. The final combination of the equipment
errors, including the controller errors, can be made within an allowable error.

4.Optimization path planning of C3DP using CCT

4.1Problem Statement

The printing speed mainly depends on both the motion speed (vx, vy, and vz) and the path of
the printer head [6]. In fact, once Dx, Dy and Dz give the design value, the motion speed (vx, vy,
and vz) is determined. In order to minimize the printing duration, it is necessary to carry out the
optimization  of  the  path  planning  using  CCT to  control  the  position  of  the  printer  head
efficiently.  Therefore,  the  optimization  path  planning  will  also  have  to  be  considered  as  a
contributor to the performance of C3DP techniques.

Fig. 4 shows one path planning description of C3DP process of a construction component.
The nozzle sprays printing material from P1 to  S1, and then moves to  S2 without spraying. It
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sprays again when moving from S2 to P2 to complete the second path. This process is repeated
until the nozzle sprays from Pf to Se to finish one layer, and the layering process is repeated until
the construction component is printed. There are thousands of such paths  illustrated above. So
the main goal is to generate the shortest path from a predefined start point to a predefined end
point which fulfils the whole printing area. The model of the path planning can be stated as
follows.

The printing layer as a set of the binary points [7] (an example in Fig. 4):

P ij={1if printing point
0 otherwise

 i∈Lx, j∈Ly                              (4.1)

The length between two points is defined as

          L( Pij , P (i+1 j+1 ))=√( x i−x(i+1))
2
−( y i− y(i+1))

2
        (4.2)

To find the final path  F=[P1, P2,…Pf, S1, S2,…Se], it is necessary to minimize the total
length of the found path LF as

min LF=min {LP+LS }=min{∑
i=1

f

∑
j=1

e

√(x Pi−xSj)
2
−( yPi− ySj)

2

+∑
i=1

e−2

√(xSi− x(Si+1))
2
−( ySi− y(Si+1))

2
+∑

j=2

f −1

√(x Pi−x(Pi+1))
2
−( yPi− y(Pi+1))

2}
 (4.3) 

Where  LP is the sum of the length between the points in the sub-paths (Such as  P1S1,
S2P2…PfSe); LS is the length between the last point in the one sub-path and the first point in the
next sub-path (Such as  S1S2,  P2P3…Se-2Se-1,  Pf-1Pf); 0≤ (f+e) ≤A,  A is the total number of sub-
paths;  (xi,  yi)  is  the  position coordinate  of  point  Pij;  (xPi,  yPi)  and (xSi,  ySi)  are  the  position
coordinate of points Pi and Sj; it is subject to the constraint that each point can be visited only
once.

Figure 4: Path Planning Description of C3DP Process.

4.2 Path Planning Algorithms and Case Study

We have developed a C3DP equipment that can be used for both underground structures
and building construction, as shown in Fig.5. The underground structure needs to be constructed
after excavation has been completed. The equipment can be considered as a C3DP equipment
for the single nozzle system. The approach of finding the optimal tool path is to solve the above
model problem iin Eq. (4.3) by using a reasonable algorithm.
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Figure 5:C3DP Equipment for the Single Nozzle System.
The traditional algorithm (Z-type), the  Zigzag algorithm and the contour algorithm have

been adopted to find the acceptable result within reasonable time limit. A set of simulations
have been performed with printed underground structure. The simulation results are illustrated
in Table 1. The optimal paths are obtained finally as illustrated in Fig. 6. It can be observed that
the optimal paths are different depending on the algorithm. The Zigzag algorithm for the single
nozzle system presented here seems to be better than the rest of algorithms. It should be pointed
out  that  each algorithm has  its  own limitations.  With the development  of  multiple  nozzles,
simultaneous multi-equipment [8], adaptive expansion equipment (Fig.5), ultra-high complexity
construction equipment, etc., the traditional algorithms are no longer suitable to the optimization
path  planning  of  C3DP.  Research  on  the  new  algorithms  such  as  artificial  intelligence
algorithms for path planning may be the future research direction.

Algorithm Path Length (m) Length of Transition Paths (m)

Traditional (Z-type) 346.3246 102.3246

Contour 257.9149 20.9443

ZigZag 239.3137 0

Table 1: Simulation Results.

5.Conclusion

This research was intended to analyze the performance of 3DP in automation construction
by  using  CCT in  order  to  achieve  the  optimal  balance  of  efficiency and  accuracy  of  the
construction in large scale additive manufacturing processes.

Mathematical  models  as  a  simulation  tool  and  several  printing  parameters  involving
performance  capability  for  full-scale  construction  by  using  3DP have  been  proposed.  An
approach of interpreting the printing accuracy has been presented and the primary monitoring
indexes  based  on  computer  technology  have  been  introduced  to  achieve  high  precision
construction. A model of the path planning and the optimization path generating algorithms for
the single nozzle system have been investigated to minimize the printing duration. The research
on the path planning of C3DP for multiple nozzles, simultaneous multi-equipment and adaptive
expansion  equipment  based  on  artificial  intelligent  algorithm  is  prospected.  The  proposed
technique provides a link for the integration of computer science technology and construction
technology.
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This paper focuses on some new ideas for the application of computer control technologies
in construction by using 3DP. The research of the fine monitoring method of printing accuracy
and optimal path planning algorithms in practical applications need to be further studied.

Figure 6: Examples of Path Planning. 
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